
First Tiger Meeting Ideas: 

Can be held at River Oaks Park or Forsythe Park 

 

1.  Work on Bobcat rank 

 

2. Play Aardvark Relay and Human Knot:  Games Tigers Play 1 

 

3. Make up a game using the Invisible Obstacle Course:  Games Tiger Play 2 

 

4. Practice one den skit for next pack meeting:  Tigers in the Wild 5 (if they are still paying attention) 

 

*** Tigers will be asked to bring one nutritious snack to the meeting for themselves: Games Tigers Play 5 

 

 

 Aardvark Relay  
To play this game, you will need to divide the group into teams.  

Place empty bowls on one side of the room, and bowls full of dried peas on the other side. Make sure there are an 

equal number of peas in each bowl. Give each team member a straw.  

The aim of the game is for each team to transport a small pile of dried peas from a bowl on one side of the room to 

another bowl on the other side, using only their straw. They do this by sucking through the straw so the pea stays 

fixed to the end of the straw. If they drop the pea they must pick it up again using the straw  

The winning team is the one that transports all the peas first. 
 
 

 Human Knot  
This is a great game because it doesn't require any extra materials. The team stands in a circle and everyone 

joins hands with someone else. Players should join hands with someone positioned across the circle and not the 

person standing next to him or her. Each person must hold hands with two different people. Without letting go 

of anyone's hand, everyone must work together to untangle the knot. 

 

 

The Invisible Obstacle Course  
Each group will create an imaginary obstacle course, with group members crawling, jumping, running, and 

helping each other through the obstacles they encounter. After each element, leadership changes and another 

member of the group describes their obstacle and helps the members of their group navigate over, under, 

through, or around it.  

In the process, a variety of obstacles can be encountered by the group (climbing a giant mountain, for example, 

navigating through a thick forest, paddling through a white water rapid) 

 

 

 Stiff Neck Skit  
One scout standing center stage with his head tilted way back.  

Second scout walks up to first and looks up into the sky to see what he is looking at.  

Continue having scouts come onstage making a line until only one scout is left to enter – all are looking up. 

Last scout comes onstage and looks up. Then asks the scout ahead of him.  

Last Scout: What are you looking at?  

Previous Scout: I don't know.  

Then, asks the scout ahead of him one at a time “What are you looking at?”, ... all the way up to the first scout.  

First Scout: I'm not looking at anything. I just have a stiff neck. 
 


